Terms & Conditions
100 Bitcoin Deposit Bonus
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The Bitcoin Bonus Campaign is held by QUOX.IO LLC.
QUOX.IO LLC will match any deposit made by an eligible account holder.
The Bitcoin Bonus is capped at $100 (equivalent) for each transaction.
The Bitcoin Bonus campaign is available for all deposits and will be paid on all deposit types.
All Customers may deposit in any Crypto or Fiat currency.
Quox offer the Bitcoin equivalent in fiat US dollar ($).
The Bitcoin Bonus is automatically received when a customer completes the account registration form
on the web page and successfully completes a deposit on the Quox.io platform.
The Bonus is non withdrawable.
The account bonus is not available for customers that reside in the following countries or regions:
Barbados, Burkina Faso, Cayman Islands, Mali, Nicaragua, Panama, South Sudan, Syria, USA and
United Kingdom.
Should QUOX.IO LLC discover fraudulent activities of any kind, it reserves the right to cancel said
account and remove any such bonuses that may have been given. Any profits will also be removed
from the account, and the account will be disabled.
QUOX.IO LLC reserves the right to reject or remove a bonus or block the account if there is a partial or
complete match of IP address or other signs of accounts belonging to the same person.
QUOX.IO LLC reserves the right to change the terms of or cancel the Bitcoin Bonus Campaign at any
time.
To withdraw any profit from the QUOX Customers must complete account verification and provide the
required identification documents.
Any disputes or likely misunderstandings resulting from the Bitcoin Bonus Campaign terms will be
resolved by QUOX.IO LLC Management to present the fairest solution to all parties involved. Once
such a decision has been made, it shall be regarded as final and/or binding for all parties.
Customers agree that information provided during the registration process may be used by the
Company within the context of the Bitcoin Bonus Campaign and any other marketing purposes.
QUOX.IO LLC reserves the right to debit $5 from a customer’s balance for every month of dormancy
after 2 months of account inactivity.
If the Customer's own funds are withdrawn after the bonus has been deposited, the Bonus amount
will be reclaimed by QUOX.IO LLC.
Any situation not described in these rules shall be subject to the Company's discretion.
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Bitcoin Deposit Bonus
Examples
Example 1:
a) The customer successfully deposits $100 in Bitcoin.
b) QUOX adds a matching bonus of $100 to the Customers balance. The customer has an
active balance of $200 in Bitcoin.
The matching amount applied through the Bitcoin Bonus is held by QUOX.IO LLC and is tradable but not
withdrawable. However, customers can withdraw any profit they make from the capital amount and their
deposit if they meet the QUOX withdrawal policy.
Example 2:
a) Balance $200 (customer’s first deposit: $100, QUOX Bonus: $100)
b) The customer’s active balance falls by $30
The customer’s deposit: $100, QUOX Bonus: $70.
Example 3:
a) Balance $200 (customer’s deposit: $100, QUOX Bonus: $100)
b) The customer increases their betting balance by $30. The customer is eligible to withdraw $130.
Customer’s deposit: $130, QUOX Bonus: $100.
Example 4:
a) The customer makes a profit from their deposit.
b) This can be withdrawn at any time without affecting the Bonus amount if withdrawal requirements
are met.
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